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An update on peer review and research data
Fiona Murphy
Key points

• Technological advances in the amounts of data that researchers generate and use are

causing problems for the scholarly communication system.

• How, when and by whom should quality checks and assurance be integrated into this –

already overloaded – ecosystem?

• This paper outlines the challenges, illustrates some current initiatives and posits possible

directions for the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Peer review was an inherent component of the scholarly research and

communication cycle when the Royal Society started publishing

Philosophical Transactions in 1665.With comparatively few changes until

the very recent past, it has retained both its key role – to improve quality,

transparency and reproducibility – and the same general workflow

(usually single-blind or double-blind pre-publication).

As Reilly, Schallier, Schrimpf, Smit, and Wilkinson (2011) have

illustrated, the technological limitations of research methods of data

collection in the past produced comparatively ‘manageable’ datasets in

terms of their size and formats. As a result, within a number of disciplines,

it was not only possible but also desirable to include full data as part of

the article. Then, because it was an integral part of the primary research

output, the data were automatically included within the normal peer

review process.

However, during the late 20th and early 21st centuries, when

online versions of articles first appeared and then became the

versions of record, the question of how to manage the influx of

research data alongside the conventional journal paper narrative

became increasingly urgent. At the same time, funders (including

crucially the European Commission, National Science Foundation,

Research Councils UK and others) are increasingly requiring open

and responsible treatment of data, so that questions are arising

around how its quality and usefulness may be manageably assessed.

These dual pressures (in conjunction with largely frozen research

budgets) are among factors contributing to current disruptions in the

research publishing industry.
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DRIFTING INTO CONFUSION

Supporting information (also known as ‘supplementary material’) is an

unintended consequence of the journal business’ transition to an online

existence and has become a regular addition to many papers as the

traditional paper format – with limited page budgets – creaks under the

strain of contemporary scientific outputs.

As Alberto Pepe noted in his presentation at the I Annotate 2013

conference in San Francisco, ‘today’s scientists are doing 21st century

science, writing up using 20th century writing tools (e.g. MicrosoftWord,

LaTeX), then locking that text away in a 17th century format (i.e. the PDF

of a journal paper today has much the same format and accessibility as a

scanned copy of a journal article from hundreds of years ago).’

The PARSE.insight survey (Smit, 2011) shows that even if it is

situated alongside the article (which many researchers feel is both logical

and trustworthy), there are still problems with standards and processes.

In early 2013, a group of stakeholders under the joint auspices of the

National Information Standards Organization and the National

Federation of Advanced Information Sciences governance produced a

wide-ranging set of recommended practices for the management,

publication and preservation of supporting information, which very

clearly included peer review (NISO, 2013). At time of writing these have

not been widely endorsed, although given the increased momentum that

has been building around these sorts of issues in recent years, this

situation might change some time in the future.

In the meantime, journal practices and policies around data –

including its checking and review – vary by publisher: see, for

instance, the PLOS policy (PLOS, 2014), or by individual title:
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for example, Nature’s data journal Scientific Data, or by subject com-

munity: for example, both the Royal Meteorological Society and

American Meteorological Society, who between them account for a

sizable proportion of dedicated atmospheric sciences publishing, have

coordinated their data policies in response to the specific pressure

points arising from huge datasets, Freedom of Information requests

and climate change controversies.

A key point of confusion or disagreement is establishing exactly

what the ‘peer review’ of data actually means. How close is it to the

concept of peer review of primary research?

As with the publication of data versus primary research, the drift of

opinion (see Parsons and Fox (2013) and Callaghan et al (2014)) is that the

analogy between the review of primary research and that of data is helpful

but not exact. The latter argue that formal publication of data provides a

service over and above the simple act of posting a dataset on a website,

in that it includes a series of checks on the dataset as well as providing

the data user with associated metadata, assurances about data persistence

and a platform on which the dataset can be found and evaluated – all

essential for data reuse.

It is something of a sweeping statement, as many editors and

publishers will agree, to affirm that by and large the research community

understands the rationale and workflow of ‘standard’ peer review of

papers. However, a critical mass of researchers feels competent to

undertake reviews and to provide opinions and decisions about the

quality and usefulness of their peers’ scientific journal articles. This is

certainly not the case for data.

The conventional peer review track for primary research (new

models are of course emerging at time of writing and are explored

elsewhere in this issue) assumes the ultimate objective will be a static

document affiliated to a specific journal, available via Open Access or

subscription license. In stark contrast, the ‘publication’ of data can take

place independently of a journal paper or any other research output. It

can be performed by a repository, project, journal, institution or

individual. Alternatively, it can also be very much an integral (even

mandatory) part of an article’s publication process as journals increasingly

require that relevant data be made accessible (usually in a ‘trusted

repository’) as a condition of acceptance (see the PLoS policy again).

As well as having a confusing relationship with primary research

outputs, ‘published’ datasets are not necessarily fixed entities. Mayernik,

Callaghan, Leigh, Tedds, and Worley (2015) note that ‘[m]any datasets

are highly dynamic, regularly growing, or are duplicated, split, combined,

corrected, reprocessed, or otherwise altered during use.’
DEVELOPING METHODS

Given all the challenges that data represent to the peer review system, it

is hardly surprising that the question ‘is it even feasible to require

reviewers to check data as well as primary research material?’ is being

asked. It is heartening to note, however, that a number of investigators

have been addressing this issue in recent years.

The Jisc Project: ‘Peer REview for Publication & Accreditation of

Research Data in the Earth sciences (PREPARDE, http://www2.le.ac.
alpsp.org/Learned-Publishing © 2016 The A
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uk/projects/preparde)’ ran between 2011 and 2012 and, as its name

suggests, aimed to devise guidelines for data peer reviewers that could

be accomplished in reasonable timewhile providing helpful, value-adding

quality improvements to the relevant datasets. One of its outputswas the

Geoscience Data Journal’s set of reviewer guidelines for data papers.

Constructed using the expertise of publishers, research data centre

managers and active researchers in the geosciences, the guidelines were

devised to support a review process both rigorous and reasonable in terms

of likely time taken. Significantly, they include consistent reference to

‘community appropriate’ standards and formats, but they do not include

the need for ‘significance’ or ‘impact’. Data publishing – in common with

Open Accessmorewidely – is consistentwith theOpen Science argument

that null (or dull) results deserve to be included in the scientific canon as

well as high impact outputs because this addresses potential imbalance

that could be caused by the latter.

Several years on, in a recent blogpost for the Wiley Exchanges

website, Sarah Callaghan (who was the Project Manager for PREPARDE)

offers both some words of comfort from a personal perspective: ‘From

personal experience, I can say that reviewing data isn’t as hard as you’d

expect’ and some guidance on how to approach the task (Callaghan, 2015).

She suggests that consideration should be given – by whoever is

commissioning the review – depending on a number of variables. These

include: what use the data are to be put to, and what aspects need to be

checked (e.g. technical, scientific or accessibility issues). This in turn

influences who should be approached to provide the review, and then

what questions they should be encouraged to ask of the dataset.

Meanwhile, the World Data System/Research Data Alliance

Publishing Data Workflow Working Group has also been working on

the issue of data review. The group has mapped out the data publication

workflows for 26 different platforms – a mixed group of journals,

projects and repositories–with a view to understanding how the process

works in different instances and ultimately making recommendations

about best practices (Murphy et al., 2015).

In the course of their analysis, a number of facts became apparent to

this group:

• There is no generally understood standard of data review.

• Levels of intervention (support) varywidely– often depending onhow

discipline-specific the platform was.

• Post-publication review is becoming more common among data

journals (see for instance, F1000Research and Earth System Science

Data). This workflow further supports the Parsons and Fox ‘multi-

version’ paradigm.

• The level and quality of review makes a significant contribution to the

value and potential reusability of the data – however, it also costs

time/money.

• The lack of consistency in roles, support and instructions, as well as

the often sparse information available about the repositories (which

undermines the level of trust required for realistic engagement).

This is very much a work in progress. The group is continuing to

develop its analysis and recommendations with a view to publishing its

recommendations in early 2016.
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As well as the researchers themselves, publishers are devoting

considerable time and resource to questions around data, its review

and publication. Elsevier, for example, published an interesting web

article earlier this year. In ‘Can Data be Peer-Reviewed’, Shaklee and

Cousijn (2015) raise some critical issues, such as the need for a clear

distinction in status between simply posted and actually peer-reviewed

data. They also describe how around 50 Elsevier journals give authors

the option to convert suitable supporting information files into data

articles, which can then be submitted to one of Elsevier’s data journals.

If the primary research paper is accepted by the relevant journal, then

the data paper is passed directly to the data journal’s editorial team

for a final review.

In order to constitute part of the research canon, materials need to

acquire a guarantee of persistent existence. Given that the data

publication often – if not always – involves information held by more

than one organization connected by a cross-link; the need for all of the

repositories or publication sites to have some sort of accreditation of

trustworthiness is critical. In addition, the links themselves need to be

robust and persistent. However, as Klein et al. (2014) have shown,

‘link-rot’ is a pervasive problem,which itself threatens the efficacy of data

publication. The Hiberlink Project (http://hiberlink.org/) has been set up

to resolve this issue, but in the meantime, an assessment of the quality

and potential longevity of the links between the research outputs would

clearly be a useful element of a data-reviewing checklist.
NEXT STEPS

As has been outlined here, the question of how to review research data

and incorporate this into the publication process remains a knotty one.

Various groups have made a certain amount of progress with potential

recommendations, and domain-related and technical support functions

are also emerging. However, the critical mass of active researchers has

so far failed to engage.

As well as clarity of standards and instructions, it is possible that – as

with thewider peer review situation– reviewers could be incentivized by

acknowledgement. Organizations such as the Center for Open Science

and Publons are already in the process of raising awareness and

incentives via badging for open science practices in primary research

and reviewing practices, respectively. Perhaps, either or both of these

paradigms could be extended to include open data/review. Furthermore,

entities such as Project CRediT are raising awareness about the

‘contributorship’ agenda, which offers new standardized practices for

acknowledging – and badging – a variety of levels and types of research

output and production (see, for instance, Brand, Allen, Atman, Hlava, &

Scott, 2015).

However, although all of the initiatives and projects outlined here

are contributing toward the growth of understanding and practice and

understanding of data review, there is a general sense – experiential if

not evidential – that the key barrier to entry for most researchers is

cultural rather than technical or procedural. As such, there is

potentially a place for other key stakeholders in the research

communication space to raise levels of understanding and practice.
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For instance, by working with journal editors and updating workflows

to facilitate data review (including technical support), publishers are in

a position to help lower the bar. At the same time, learned societies

and publishers – who often already provide education and training

to researchers on research, funding proposal and publishing skills –

can provide valuable support both to researchers themselves and to

research areas more generally by integrating elements of the rationale

and benefits of both data publication and review into these services.

Such events often work at the level of a particular community, where

questions of community-appropriate standards and specific problems

may well be best progressed with the most buy-in and best-case results.

In any case, as with many other aspects of research publishing,

data review as an issue continues to develop and contribute to the

general transformation of the industry that we are currently witnessing.

It still feels too soon to predict exactly how things will pan out, but in

the meantime, there are clear benefits to all interested parties in

engaging in the debate and, it is hope, ultimately knowledge itself will

be the better for it.
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